Is NSA watching every step you take?

Talking points
1. What is Joe Heller saying about reports of the U.S. gathering phone and Web data of millions of citizens?
2. What is the NSA and how long has it reportedly been collecting this information?
3. What are the arguments for and against the program?
4. Does the government surveillance make you feel safer or more vulnerable?
5. What is Nate Beeler’s cartoon saying about Presidents Obama and Bush?

Between the lines
"We disagree ... that the broad Patriot Act collection strikes the 'right balance' between protecting American security and protecting Americans' privacy." - Senators Mark Udell and Ron Wyden.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2013/jun/08/obama-response-nsa-surveillance-democrats

Additional resources
More by Joe Heller
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/HellerJ

More by Nate Beeler
http://editorialcartoonists.com/cartoon/browse.cfm/BeelerN
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